for s = 0, 1, 2, , n -1, where D o = X and I 7^ denotes the automorphism induced by Ton D t .
Neveu has shown [3] that every stopping time θ for which T θ is ergodic is an nth. order stopping time for a unique n. Moreover, the sets D lf D 2 , are also unique (modulo 0). It follows from the work of Belinskaya [1] that if θ is an %th order stopping time for Γthen h(T θ ) = nh(T). The purpose of this note is to study certain ergodic properties of Ί 9 under the hypothesis that T be a Bernoulli automorphism. For definitions and notation of entropy theory the reader is referred to [4] and [6] . For convenience of notation we shall let PZ -V? T £ P, P + = VΓ T*P, and P~ = V-~ T*P where m > n and P is a partition of X.
2. We now establish a result, using a technique developed in [7] , concerning a special class of stopping times for a Bernoulli automorphism.
Let T be a Bernoulli automorphism of X, and let ΰbea Bernoulli partition for T, i.e., B is a generator and the orbit of B under T, {T 
is weakly mixing if and only if S is a Bernoulli automorphism having entropy n h(T).
To prove this theorem we will require the following lemma. LEMMA 
Let A, F and C be measurable partitions of X such that F is independent of A and H(C\
A) < ε. Let D ^ C be finite. Then -e. Proof. Choose F n^ F such that F n ] Fand H(F n ) < <*>. Then H(F n \D) ^ H(F n \A) -H(D\A) ^ H(F n ) -e .
Hence

H(D\F n )^H(D)
-e
Letting n-> oo we obtain the desired result.
Proof of theorem. Let K be any positive integer, ε > 0, and Q = B* κ (this notation will be employed only with respect to the automorphism T). Choose N > 0 such that H{P 0^ | SίL) < e/4 and jff(P 0°° IBZ N ) < e/4. Let R = max {N, K). If S is weakly mixing then there is an integer M > R for which
Using the fact that
Since ίΓ and ε were arbitrary, there exists an integer p > N for which
> H(B* S ) -± .
Now, for all t > p,
This verifies that Q is a weakly Bernoulli partition for S and thus, applying the Friedman-Ornstein theorem [2] , Q generates a Bernoulli factor. As a result of Ornstein's theorem 2 of [5] , letting K -+ oo, we find that S is actually a Bernoulli automorphism.
3* We now illustrate some consequences of the theorem in the case of second order stopping times.
We omit the proofs of the following two elementary lemmas.
LEMMA 2. // R is an automorphism of X and A is a measurable subset of X for which \J™ R*A = X then R is ergodic if and only if R A is ergodic.
LEMMA 3. Let R be an automorphism of X. If R 2 is weakly mixing then so is R. PROPOSITION Proof. It follows from a corollary of Theorem 1 of [7] that T Dl is Bernoulli and hence, of course, (T Dl f is ergodic. Thus Proposition 1 yields that S is ergodic. Proof. Using Lemma 3 together with the observation that S Dl = (T Dι f and Theorem 1 of [7] the proof is immediate. Proof. This follows immediately from our theorem. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
Let T be an automorphism of X and let θ be a second order stopping time for T. Then S = T θ is ergodic if and only if both T and (T
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